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In this earth climate system focus, Michael R. Gipp, Acting President
from Marine Mining Corp, details the applications of discrete
computation in paleoclimate systems

This paper introduces some concepts of the application of discrete computation in
characterizing paleoclimatic systems. Such systems have chaotic inputs at different time and
spatial scales. The methodology presented in this article was influenced by Crutchfield’s
(1994) e-machine constructions, which were devised to characterize emergent behaviour in
complex systems and appeared in Gipp (2022).

Earth’s climate system within a state space

Earth’s climate system can be described by a series of equations within a state space
defined by (presumably) real variables, such as atmospheric CO  and global ice volume. The
identity and the number of such variables are unknown, but the equations will populate state
space with vectors which direct the evolution of the climate system (Figure 1).

From an initial point, the system will evolve along the vector field with a new state being
defined by integrating the differential equations over infinitesimally small units of time (dt).
The sequence of states typically generates a curved line called the trajectory of the system.

To obtain the vector field from observations, a reconstructed state space is created using
state variables dependent on the set of observations. The reconstructed state-space
trajectory will be topologically equivalent to that of the climate, and the direction of the
vectors in the vicinity of the trajectory may be inferred.

In most cases, the vector field is relatively smooth in that there are only very small
differences in direction and magnitude in vectors that are close to one another. In some small
regions of state space, the vectors may all be directed to a point or possibly towards an
ellipse –such features are called attractors.
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Figure 1. Diagram illustrating state space,
and an example of a state space

constructed using observations (magnetic
susceptibility) plotted against the same data

lagged by 8 ky.

Ergodic theory suggests that the number of attractors in the reconstructed state space will be
the same in the climate system, provided the time is sufficient. There will be a one-to-one
correspondence between attractors in the climate system and the reconstructed state space.

Figure 1 shows the last reconstructed state space of 260,000 years (ky) of the trajectory of
the Himalayan paleomonsoon system (from Gipp, 2022). Although the last 650 ky of the
system is characterized by seven attractors, the only attractors visited by the trajectory in this
part of the record are designated M1, M2, M3, and M6.

Gipp (2022) proposed calling the individual observations ‘zero-order states’ and the
attractors ‘first-order states’. The first-order states act as predictive and successor states –
i.e., they have an order which can be determined using a discrete computation method
already familiar to geologists – the Markov chain.

Discrete computation: The Markov chain
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The Markov chain is found by identifying the string of attractors sampled by the trajectory as
the system evolves through state space. The sequence of attractors is not necessarily the
same each time the trajectory cycles through state space, nor are the same first-order states
sampled every time. The Markov chain is built by considering the order of the first-order
states, and noting which states follow. For instance, in Figure 2, during the last 630 ky, state
M1 (a drier paleomonsoonal state) transitions only to M6 or M3.

The Markov chain represents another important property which will be representative of the
natural algorithm. In Figure 2, we see that other time intervals in the Quaternary are
characterized by Markov chains with different structures, and the succession of these can be
described by another Markov chain. This, too, would be characteristic of the climate system.
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Figure 2. Markov chains computed from the Himalayan paleomonsoon state space reconstructed over
the past 2200 ky.

The attractors, and the Markov chains formed from them, represent a hierarchy of chaotic
dynamics operating in the earth system, which can be separated from one another through
the use of the state space reconstruction and discrete computation.
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